Cryogenic opal-A deposition from Yellowstone hot springs
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Abstract

Sub-zero winter temperatures on the Yellowstone Plateau alter the opal-A precipitation pathway of fluid erupting from hot springs and geysers. Frozen fluid, often only meters from boiling pools, contains abundant opal-A particles, comprising sheet and filament-like aggregations of opal-A microspheres which are formed by opal-A precipitation in brine pockets, channels and veins by natural cryogelling. Unconsolidated cryogenic opal-A sediment accumulates in and below water-ice where it is locked until spring thaw conditions. Sediment is then either remobilized, contributing large volumes of opal-A particulate to geothermally influenced wetlands, or becomes adhered, in situ, by dehydration and cementation. This strongly seasonal opal-A precipitation regime has been overlooked in investigations of sinter deposition, accretion rates and microbe/mineral interactions. Natural opal-A textures recorded from Yellowstone may be replicated simply by freezing and thawing synthetic silica–salt solution in the laboratory. Cryogenic process may have influenced mineral precipitation and sediment accumulation in many other geothermal areas. Particularly, active terrestrial springs located at high altitude/latitude, fossil systems influenced by ancient glaciations, plus potential astrobiological targets e.g. Mars and Europa.
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1. Introduction

Yellowstone’s geothermal basins are utilized as analogues for ancient [1,2] and possible extraterrestrial counterparts [3–5] in research to establish criteria for recognizing biogenic signatures in hot spring deposits [6]. Interpretations of silica deposition, sinter formation and microbial fossilization in and around the hot springs and geysers of Yellowstone have been based on processes observed during the late-spring, summer and early autumn ([7,8] but see [9]). Here we describe silica deposition during the Yellowstone winter, when geothermal fluids flow into a sub-zero environment where erupted-waters freeze. We describe cryogenic silica precipitation that produces unconsolidated opal-A sediment within and beneath geothermal water-ice, which illustrates a dichotomy between winter and summer opal-A precipitation pathways.

1.1. Yellowstone National Park

Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA, has Earth’s largest concentration of terrestrial hot springs...
and geysers, which are associated with the ~600 Ka Yellowstone Caldera and the Norris–Mammoth Corridor graben system [10]. Major areas of geothermal activity occur at Norris, Lower, Midway, Black Sand and Upper Geyser Basins (Supplementary data Fig. 1), located on a series of plateaus at an altitude of ~2500 m. Local climate is characterized by long, cold winters and short, cool summers (Supplementary data Table 1a). Daily maximum air temperatures generally remain below freezing between November and March (Supplementary data Table 1b).

The reduced atmospheric pressure of the Yellowstone Plateau dictates that water boils at 93 °C, whilst during extreme cold conditions air temperatures are as low as −35 °C. Geothermal gradients at the margins of a hot spring pool and its sinter apron can span 128 °C over <1 m. Almost half of annual precipitation falls during the winter as snow curtailing hydrodynamic sediment transport until the spring thaw.

1.2. Opal-A deposition during summer conditions

Fluids emanating from the geothermal features at Yellowstone generally have an alkali-chloride (ca. 470 ppm Na\(^{+}\)(aq), ca. 450 ppm Cl\(^{−}\)(aq)), high silica (up to 750 ppm SiO\(_2\)(aq)), character and are derived at depth by evaporation in the process of gelation. Particle aggregation progresses to a point where sedimentation occurs [13]. In sub-aqueous environments such as vent pools or sinter terrace pools particle growth and particle aggregation are the dominant sedimentation processes, whilst gelation is predominant in drying sub-aerial environments such as sinter aprons.

Silica deposited in summer conditions forms well documented sub-aqueous and sub-aerial sinter deposits that are hard, structurally robust and relatively immobile. Silica precipitation from erupted fluid commonly occurs in situ on microbes, creating microbially influenced mineral fabrics including columnar and stratiform stromatolites, botryoids, spicules, shrubs, streamers and palisades [6–8,14,15]. The durability of these precipitates is evidenced by their presence in the fossil record where they provide morphological marker fabrics of former hot spring and biological activity [1,2]. Silica deposited during the Yellowstone summer is rich in distinctive biological silica precipitates such as diatom tests. Despite the dominance of published studies of summer deposition, the climate regime at Yellowstone dictates that a great proportion of the yearly output of geothermal fluid is erupted into a freezing environment.

2. Methods

2.1. Natural silica materials

Natural cryogenic sediment was collected from Opalescent Hot Spring, Porkchop Geyser and Big Blue Hot Spring at Norris Geyser Basin and Ear Spring and Sawmill Geyser at Upper Geyser Basin. At all springs, except Sawmill Geyser, sediment was collected from sinter surfaces below or at the margins of melting geothermal water-ice. At Sawmill sediment was collected from an ice cone forming on a boardwalk elevated above the sinter apron.

Mineral phases present were identified with a Phillips PW1710 analytical powder X-ray diffractometer (XRD), using CuKα radiation. Sediment samples were prepared for scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation by mounting on Al stubs with carbon pads and sputter-coating with gold/palladium. Observation and imaging were conducted with the secondary electron (SE) detector of a Phillips XL30 environmental SEM (ESEM), [accelerating voltage = 20 keV, working distance 5–10 mm]. Additional sediment samples were mounted either on Al stubs with carbon pads, or in a platinum crucible and left uncoated for qualitative elemental composition analyses. These were conducted with the gas secondary electron detector of the Phillips
2.2. Cryogenic opal-A synthesis

All reagents were of analytical grade and used without further purification. Solutions were prepared with 0.22 μm filtered; 18.2 MΩ cm deionised water. A simple synthetic geothermal fluid in the form of a 450 ppm aqueous solution of silica was prepared using Na2SiO3·5H2O and the pH adjusted to pH 6.5 by dropwise titration with HCl to produce a silica and sodium chloride solution. No silica precipitation occurred during pH adjustment. The synthetic fluid was frozen at ~20 °C overnight. Freezing rates and direction were not controlled in these experiments as they are not controlled in equivalent natural environments. Synthetic opal-A was recovered after thawing at room temperature by filtration on a 0.02 μm Anodisc 47 membrane filter and washed with deionised water to remove residual NaCl. The product was air-dried and analysed using the instruments and techniques outlined above.

3. Results

3.1. Environments of opal-A sediment accumulation

Unconsolidated cryogenic opal-A sediments are common and widespread in the geyser basins of Yellowstone during winter and accumulate in a variety of environments, e.g. on sinter apron (Fig. 1a–j, Supplementary data Fig. 2c–g) and geothermally influenced wetland (Fig. 1d) surfaces and in dormant vent pools (Supplementary data Fig. 2a–b). A visual inventory of springs in the Norris and Upper Geyser Basins in February 2000 revealed opal-A sediments associated with the majority of alkali-chloride springs. Two geothermal features, a sporadically erupting geyser and a sporadically erupting spring, are selected here to illustrate typical environments of sediment formation and accumulation. Ice and sediment formation occurred during the preceding four-month period against the climatic background summarized in Supplementary data Table 1b.

Ear Spring, Upper Geyser Basin (Fig. 1a), is a boiling alkali-chloride spring with recorded vent temperature ~93 °C, pH 8.76 and conductivity 1270 μS/cm [16]. The spring has surging eruptions typified by filling and overflowing of the vent pool [17]. In summer erupted water flows through a short (~1 m long) run-off channel and across a narrow sinter apron with proximal microbial mats and a brecciated sinter surface laterally and distally. Water flows across the sinter apron as a broad shallow sheet (Fig. 1b) and eventually ponds or sinks in a shallow wetland depression (Fig. 1d). During observation in February 2000, the spring was characterized by vigorous boiling within the vent but little discharge (Fig. 1a–b). Areas of the sinter apron beyond the short run-off channel were covered with a ca. 2 cm thick ice-sheet (Fig. 1b). At the lateral ice-sheet margins melt-back was depositing fresh, bright-white opal-A sediment on and within the brecciated sinter surface as positive peaks and ridges up to ca. 1 cm high and as mm-cm thick lenses within shallow depressions (Fig. 1c). At the distal end of the frozen run-off, in the shallow wetland depression, an ice-sheet ca. 1–3 cm thick covered water standing above a bright-white powdery opal-A sediment, sufficiently thick (ca. 1–2 cm) to bury the basal regions of plants (Fig. 1d).

Ice cones are common features associated with many alkali-chloride geysers during winter conditions (e.g. 10,17]). Sawmill Geyser, Upper Geyser Basin (Fig. 1e) is a fountain-type geyser which erupts for a duration of 15–90 min to a height of 1.5–12 m, at an interval of 1–3 h. Fluid within the vent pool has a temperature of 88–97 °C [17]. During February 2000 areas of boardwalk adjacent to Sawmill Geyser (Fig. 1f) were covered with a substantial accumulation of clear-blue ice which had been deposited when spray from the geyser had landed on the boardwalk which is isolated from the thermal ground below. Enclaves of opaque opal-A precipitate (often >1 cm diameter) randomly distributed within the ice matrix formed a major component (10–20% by volume, visual estimate) of the deposit (Fig. 1g,h). Partial melting had liberated sediment which coated the boardwalk (Fig. 1i) and adjacent sinter substrates, in places to a depth of 1–2 cm. Micro-terraces and channels visible on sediment surfaces indicate periods of sediment mobility following deposition (Fig. 1j). Melt depressions in the ice surface contained small volumes of liquid water and lenses of opal-A sediment.

3.2. Sediment and particle morphology and composition

Natural and synthetic sediment exhibit a broad Bragg reflection (Supplementary data Fig. 3a) characteristic of opal-A [18]. Natural (Fig. 2a–j) and synthetic (Fig. 2k–s) precipitates contain micron to millimetre scale aggregates comprising densely packed
Fig. 1. Ice and cryogenic opal-A sediment associated with geothermal features, Yellowstone N. P. Ear Hot Spring, February 2000 (a–d) Boiling vent pool (a) with geothermal ice (b) formed less than a metre from the vent outflow. Silica sediment (c) liberated from ice by melting of the lateral margin infills relief in sinter chip breccia. Distal region of run-off (d), with ice formed above liquid water. Wilted plants are becoming buried by cryogenic opal-A sediment accumulation. Sawmill Geyser, February 2000 (e–j). Sawmill Geyser (e) vent (foreground) and geothermal ice cone (on boardwalk). Ice accretion is favoured on the boardwalk which is isolated from the thermal ground below (f). Ice cone contains enclaves of opal-A sediment (f–h) which accumulates on (i) and below (j) boardwalk following melting. Sediment mobility is indicated by channelling.
and partially cemented and/or coalesced opal-A microspheres with diameters of ca. 100 nm-1 μm. At SEM resolution and in light microscopy particle-aggregates appeared internally homogeneous (e.g. fractured edges of Fig. 2b,l). Aggregate external morphology was diverse, encompassing sheets and folded/pleated sheets
constrictions (Fig. 2i,r) and/or branching (Fig. 2h,q). A common feature associated with thread-like features blocks/flakes. Tear-drop shaped terminations were a common feature associated with thread-like features (Fig. 2d,g,k,n,p), whilst others exhibited swellings, constrictions (Fig. 2i,r) and/or branching (Fig. 2h,q).

EDX microanalysis of natural aggregates revealed the presence of Si, O plus trace concentrations of Na and Cl and, sporadically, Ca, Zn and Hg. Carbon was not detected (Supplementary data Fig. 3b). Collapsed microbial filaments with a sparse/thin coating of opal-A microspheres (Fig. 2j), which did contain carbon, were distributed throughout the particulate sediment. Filamentous features on synthetic aggregate surfaces (Fig. 2s) displayed a remarkable resemblance to the partially fossilized microbes associated with natural particle-aggregates but lacked carbon.

4. Discussion

The particle morphologies produced experimentally by freezing of silica solutions replicate closely the shapes and morphological diversity observed in natural sediments. We propose that the observed morphologies are the product of cryogenic processes analogous to those reported from sea-ice formation and from investigations of freeze-gelation.

4.1. Salt-water ice formation and brine environments

During sea-ice formation dissolved ions are excluded from growing ice crystals and become concentrated at the ice-water interface forming brine. As the ice-water interface advances formation of dendrites (sub-parallel projections of ice) creates brine filled channels. Bridges of ice between adjacent channels trap and isolate micrometric cells of brine. Further crystallisation at low temperatures (ca. −30 °C) reduces the volume of isolated cells, increasing brine concentration until it depresses the freezing point to a level which halts crystallisation. If however temperatures remain higher pores link up at the freezing point to a level which halts crystallisation. If

4.2. Cryogenic silica precipitation; a materials science perspective

Cryochemical techniques have been employed in materials science to produce a spectrum of silica particle morphologies including fibres, flakes, ribbed blocks, sponges and honeycombs. Of relevance to this study is the process of freeze-gelation, in which silica hydrorsols, hydrogels or slurries are frozen. During freezing water partitions into ice crystals, whilst colloidal components are physically forced into diminishing interstitial sites. At the same time remaining silicic acid undergoes polymerization which favours particle cementation. Rapid freezing of silica sols produces sponge-like microstructures with interconnected networks of pores [23]. Unidirectional freezing of gelled aqueous silica creates elongate, parallel-sided ice crystals that have been used to create polygonal fibres, flakes and honeycombs with elongate macro pores [23,24]. Silica concentrations utilized in these procedures (0.5–5 M SiO₂) are significantly greater than those encountered in hot springs, although unidirectional freezing of more dilute aged silicic acid (0.1–0.5 M SiO₂) has produced flakes and fibres with rounded and tapering cross-sections and occasional branching [24].

4.3. Opal-A deposition at sub-zero temperatures in geothermal environments

The sub-zero winter air temperatures on the Yellowstone Plateau profoundly influence opal-A deposition (Fig. 3). As the erupted geothermal fluid cools opal-A initially nucleates and precipitates as described for summer deposition (Section 1.2; Fig. 3) until the temperature falls below the freezing point of water. Ice crystal formation then begins to remove solvent and partition dissolved species plus colloidal particles (as observed in sea-ice formation [22] and simulations of microbe incorporation into ice [25]) into residual pore fluid.

Ice formation has important chemical and physical consequences (Fig. 3). As fluids cool more rapidly than in summer they have less time in which “normal” processes of nucleation, particle growth and precipitation can operate and reach the freezing point whilst still supersaturated with opal-A. Freezing further increases the degree of supersaturation, promoting continued silica nucleation, polymerization and particle growth as the solvent is removed. Ice crystal formation may provide additional nucleation surfaces.

A further consequence of ice formation is a contemporary increase in the ionic strength of the residual
solution, increasing the concentrations of ions such as Na, Ca, K, Mg, HCO₃ and SO₄. Many of these ions act as flocculants/coagulants in the presence of colloidal silica [26] and increasing ionic strength promotes opal-A particle aggregation. As freezing progresses particle aggregation is expected to become dominant over particle growth. In the early phases of freezing a combination of relatively high electrolyte concentrations and widespread particle dispersal in a liquid medium should favour the creation of open, floc-like silica aggregates.

As ice formation continues a third process, the physical constriction of fluid environments, becomes important. Open aggregates are compressed by ice growth to produce dense aggregates. Dispersed silica microspheres are forced into an ever decreasing volume of fluid, physically forcing aggregate formation. Space restrictions impose dense packed configurations on microsphere aggregates (Fig. 3).

In the latter stages of freezing geothermal fluids are structurally similar to sea-ice and contain brine pockets
and veins. These features offer moulds, closely comparable in morphology and scale ([21] Fig. 1; [22] Fig. 2.2H; [20] Figs. 3–7) to the natural (Fig. 2a–j) and synthetic (Fig. 2k–s) opal-A particle-aggregates illustrated herein. The predominance, in sediments collected from beneath ice deposits, of dense aggregates over open floc-like morphologies is evidence of the importance of gelling in the latter stages of freezing.

Cyclic eruption patterns and diurnal temperature variations add complexity to precipitation pathways by creating cycles of thaw and refreezing, which remobilize and immobilize particles and aggregates. Many of the unusual particle-aggregate morphologies illustrated here could result from such cycles. Rucked/pleated sheets (Fig. 2f) could form during melting as silica particle-sheets possessing poor structural stability sit on inclined melting surfaces. Undulating or concave/convex sheets could result from draping of opal-A sediments over melted ice surfaces or the floors of melt water pockets. Fracturing of primary particle-aggregates during thawing and refreezing provides a mechanism for creating shard-like morphologies, a process that was replicated by subjecting experimental fluid containing particulate to a further cycle of thaw and freeze.

The preceding discussion concerns mainly eruptions from hot springs. Fluid erupted from geysers is often ejected in the form of an aerosol or droplets. In winter these freeze before hitting the ground. In such situations dissolved silica may be simply locked into the solid phase as dispersed particles. Alternatively, based on the evidence of large volumes of opal-A particulate in ice associated with Sawmill Geyser’s ice cone, the processes of nucleation, polymerization and aggregation are accomplished with extreme rapidity.

4.4. Opal-A sediment trapping and remobilization

Rapid freezing of erupted vent fluid in winter curtails the “normal” summer silica deposition process. Accretion of silica to sinter aprons is halted in frozen environments because silica is locked within ice and isolated from sinter surfaces. Given a 4-month period of essentially uninterrupted sub-zero temperatures on the Yellowstone Plateau perhaps a third of the annual silica budget precipitated in the geothermal basins accumulates as unconsolidated precipitates within ice.

During winter substantial quantities of opal-A sediment accumulates on sinter aprons (e.g. Fig. 1c,d,j; Supplementary data Fig. 2c–e) because liquid water, required for sediment transport, freezes in all but the hottest environments. At Ear Spring, the low rate and broad/shallow pattern of discharge (Fig. 1b) caused ice and opal-A sediment formation and trapping only centimeters from the vent pool (Fig. 1a–c). During melting events remobilized sediment was trapped in small ice covered depressions formed behind micro-terrace dams on the sinter apron where it created millimeter-thick lenses (Fig. 1b). At Sawmill Geyser (Fig. 1f–h) ice cone formation trapped sediment where spray fell directly onto frozen substrates. Partial melting of the cone surface created small melt depressions that became localized collecting basins for opal-A particulate. In winter large-scale sediment transport is probably only possible over geothermally heated ground, in discharge systems of constantly erupting springs and during extremely high volume discharge events associated with sporadically erupting springs. Even in these circumstances transport distances appear to remain short as evidenced by sediment entrapped below ice in a depression at Teakettle Spring (Supplementary data Fig. 2f,g) and melted from the ice cone of Saw Mill Geyser (Fig. 1j).

Sediment accumulated in winter remains unconsolidated as cementation is prevented by its incorporation in ice and by an apparent reduction in the influence of evaporation, a mechanism invoked in sinter sheet accretion [11]. Additionally cryogenic silica precipitation is near quantitative. On thawing, dilution precludes cementation to sinter aprons.

4.5. Recognition of cryogenic opal-A in hot spring sedimentary sequences

The recognition of cryogenic processes has implications for studies of sinter accumulation rates [9], the relative influence of biological and abiological controls on precipitate fabric [7,8] and biological versus abiological mass balance.

Following the spring melt, cryogenic sediment may be transported from sinter apron surfaces to areas of deposition, commonly shallow wetlands, by the resumption of “normal” hot spring or geyser discharge or heavy spring rains. Here, the sediment may form relatively thick and internally massive beds which can rapidly bury local vegetation [27]. The geothermally influenced wetlands of Yellowstone are environments of rapid diatomite accumulation [28]. At the outcrop and bed/laminae scale, diatomite and cryogenic sediments are likely to be indistinguishable. However, detailed investigations of wetland sedimentary sequences, in particular sediment particle morphology, should reveal annual influxes of cryogenic silica that, if sediments remain free of bio- and/or cryoturbation, will alternate with diatomite (e.g. [27]).
Sediment that remains trapped on sinter aprons following the spring melt can become fixed to apron surfaces as it dehydrates or is cemented by opal-A precipitation [27]. On exposed apron surfaces cryogenic sediment appears grainy and dull relative to the more vitreous opal-A deposited on similar surfaces directly from erupted fluids. Commonly, cryogenic sediment fills topographic depressions and drapes topographic highs (Fig. 1c c.f. [27] Fig. 4e). In vertical sections lenses of massive winter deposition, comprising granular opal-A particulate, will alternate with more vitreous and heterogeneous summer deposition comprising alternations of dense opal-A laminae with prostrate microbial filaments and porous laminae with in situ, in growth position microbes (e.g. [15] Fig. 14). The respective thickness of these interlayers is subject to the relative mass balance of winter versus summer opal-A deposition and sediment mobility following initial particulate accumulation. Additional features, indicative of unconsolidated sediments, may also provide evidence of the presence of cryogenic sedimentation, these include soft sediment deformation, desiccation structures and scours [27].

4.6. Wider implications

Cryogenic precipitation is not parochial to Yellowstone, initial observations indicate that cryogenic precipitates form at geothermal systems at high altitude (ca. 4200 m) at El Tatio, Chile and at high latitudes (ca. 65°N) at Geysir, Iceland. In addition to these silica dominated systems active salt/gypsum [29,30], carbonate [31] and iron [4,32] depositing springs occur in seasonally frozen environments. Palaeogeothermal areas may also have been subject to glaciations, however, these deposits will be troublesome to recognize due to diagenetic overprinting of primary textures.

Rapid mobilization and resedimentation of unconsolidated opal-A creates two mechanisms for fossil preservation. Firstly rapid sediment influxes bury local ecosystems, e.g. wetland vegetation [27] and low temperature microbial communities [33]. Secondly, freezing of geothermal fluids may act to partition and accumulate a formerly dispersed microbiota as has been reported for sea-ice brine networks [25,34–36] which would have a high potential for subsequent fossilization. Transport of such microfossil-rich sediment would allow thermophiles fossilized during the initial eruption-freezing process to be redistributed over broader areas, increasing the extent of biologically prospective hot spring environments.

Increasing evidence indicates the former presence of water on Mars [37,38]. Tectonism, volcanism and bolide impacts suggest that hydrothermal systems may have once been active [39–41] and interacted with sub-zero surface temperatures prompting analogy with winter conditions in Yellowstone. Given the presence of a Martian water-ice cryosphere [42], astrobiological investigation has been directed to cryophilic organisms [21], the stability of liquid water and life in frozen environments [22] and mineral spring-ice interactions [43]. On a cautionary note, we show that cryogenic particle formation, at least at silica geothermal springs, results in the formation of mineral structures which make convincing pseudofossils.

5. Conclusions

Sub-zero winter temperatures on the Yellowstone plateau promote rapid freezing of geothermal fluids and alter opal-A precipitation pathways resulting in cryogenic opal-A precipitation. This produces a range of unusual opal-A particle morphologies moulded within brine channels within ice. Sub-zero mean air temperatures between November and March on the Yellowstone Plateau mean that a significant proportion of the annual silica budget may be precipitated via a cryogenic mechanism. Despite extensive investigations of geothermal processes at Yellowstone, the importance of this silica formation mechanism has not been previously recognized. Cryogenic opal-A precipitation is expected to be a significant process at all modern and ancient eruptive geothermal systems influenced by sub-zero temperatures and freezing of erupted fluids.
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